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TECH ANALYSTS TAKE great joy in tossing around buzzy- 
sounding bon mots that are supposed to succinctly describe 
the current state of affairs in IT. But, most of those catch-
phrases tend to confuse me more than shed light on knotty 
tech issues. So, I’m not sure if we’re about to step onto or 
off the “third platform“ of computing—in fact, I couldn’t 
tell you what the other two platforms are. 

“Web-scale” is another epithet that is threatening to 
take over IT parlance. It’s yet another supposedly new IT/
data center paradigm. I’m a little lost with that term, too. 
Although I figure the “scale” part is meant to describe 
something really, really big, because you often hear “big 
data” cited as one reason for companies to pump up their 
IT operations to “Web-scale” proportions.

SAY IT THREE TIMES FAST: “SOCIAL, MOBILE, CLOUD.”

And the reasons behind all this third platform and Web-
scale talk are the now all-too-familiar triumvirate—social, 
mobile, cloud—that comes tripping off the tongues of 
marketers and analysts alike. (When desperate, the same 
sloganeering gang will toss in the now classic “big data.”)

But what’s wrong with that picture? Social, mobile and 
cloud don’t describe applications or data or any type of 
intelligence. They’re all places or environments where 
something might happen.

The emphasis seems to be on delivery, on being able 
to provide access to apps and data whether the person 
looking for those things is in the office, on the road or fe-
verishly crunching numbers. Or avoiding that tough stuff 
and being social instead.

If we believe what we hear, the IT scene is increasingly 
about where and how, and less and less about what or why. 
Still, the thing that seems to be getting short shrift is the 
data itself, and how that data is stored. 

It’s almost as if it’s become irrelevant where the data 
resides. But that doesn’t make sense. We already know that 
all roads lead to storage in one form or another and the 
trick is to find the best type and configuration of storage 
media to keep the traffic running smoothly. But storage 
can be more than the repository of all that hopefully valu-
able corporate IP. It can be the center of a true information 
processing and management system. 

    EDITOR’S LETTER 
RICH CASTAGNA

Beyond third  
platform and  
Web-scale
Almost everything that’s happening  
in storage these days is about capacity 
and economics. What happened to  
intelligence?
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OUTSIDE LOOKING IN

When we take a third-platform or Web-scale view, we’re 
looking at the data and its apps from the outside, and most 
of the developments in storage tech that we see today are 
taking that external approach to solving what was an in-
ternal problem: We know we’re pushing around billions 
of bits every second, but we don’t really know what those 
bits are all about.

Most of those new techs claim an advantage because 
they can “abstract” the storage software from the storage 
hardware. That in itself is kind of misleading. Software 
and hardware have always lived separate yet interde-
pendent lives, and what software-defined storage—or 
software-defined anything—purports to do really isn’t any 
different functionally. What’s different is the new model 
discourages vendors from creating custom hardware and 
software which yield a proprietary architecture. That’s 
not a negligible point because it may cut costs, maybe 
even substantially. But it doesn’t make any fundamental 
changes to how data is managed—or not managed. 

Without a lot more insight into the data than we 
currently have, we can’t just keep shoveling bits around 

anymore. When there are more and more bits to shovel, it 
gets harder and harder to know where those bits might be 
needed, when they’re useless and what they mean.

STORAGE IS GETTING SMARTER

So-called “data-aware” storage systems—like those from 
innovative newcomers Data Gravity and Qumulo—have 
the potential to shake up the storage space race. They 
break new ground by getting inside the data to improve 
storage and data management. 

Some of these new approaches represent significant im-
provements over traditional storage systems and even over 
the new wave of software-defined and hyper-converged 
storage products. But, I think we’re still falling short of 
being truly data-aware—it’s more like data-capacity or 
data-activity aware.

For storage to be managed most effectively, the data 
needs some intelligence of its own. Sophisticated new 
storage systems can watch over data and see how it’s 
being used, who’s using it and how often it’s being used, 
but that’s probably not enough intelligence to make more 
incisive determinations like when it can be used, when 
its usefulness has expired, under what circumstances it 
should be used and so on. 

DATA STORAGE TOWER OF BABEL

In theory, the storage system could collect that informa-
tion and make it available. But, in the data processing 
cycle, that type of intelligence typically comes from the 
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IF WE BELIEVE WHAT WE  
HEAR, THE IT SCENE IS  
INCREASINGLY ABOUT WHERE 
AND HOW, AND LESS AND  
LESS ABOUT WHAT OR WHY.

http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/essentialguide/Software-defined-storage-Making-sense-of-the-data-storage-technology
http://searchdatacenter.techtarget.com/photostory/2240233554/Top-technological-trends-hitting-the-data-center-soon/2/Software-defined-anything-and-everything
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/opinion/Its-time-to-shift-from-data-dumb-to-data-aware-storage
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/news/2240227071/DataGravity-makes-debut-with-data-aware-Discovery-arrays
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/news/2240242376/Qumulo-emerges-with-data-aware-scale-out-NAS
http://searchvirtualstorage.techtarget.com/tip/Separate-the-hype-from-hyper-converged-storage
http://searchvirtualstorage.techtarget.com/tip/Separate-the-hype-from-hyper-converged-storage
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apps and users of those apps. Today, storage systems can’t 
collect that data, because apps, OSes, hypervisors, storage 
systems and so on, speak different languages.

Since IT began, there have been countless attempts at 
developing a lingua franca so apps and data systems can 
talk, exchange data and even share information about that 
data. Some have been successful like XML and DICOM 
(Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) while 
others not so much, like SNIA’s Cloud Data Management 
Interface. But for storage to really get smart enough to be 

an active partner for managing information, app makers 
and storage vendors—and everyone in between—will 
have to start sharing what they know in a format that they 
all can understand. 

Until then, we’ll have to occupy ourselves buying big-
ger and bigger disks, and building infinite clouds. Who 
knows—maybe common sense is just ahead waiting for 
the rest of us to arrive on platform number four. n  

RICH CASTAGNA is TechTarget’s VP of Editorial. 

mailto:rcastagna%40storagemagazine.com?subject=
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IT SEEMS TO have become a ritual of mine to adopt a Rodney 
Dangerfield posture once a year and join the storage man-
agement software folks as they decry the lack of respect 
shown to their wares and their goals. Storage resource 
management (SRM) gets very little coverage in the trade 
press mainly because managing data storage resources 
doesn’t register high on the IT planner’s to-do list—what 
with all the virtual, agile, software-defined and hyper-con-
verged woo to sort through.

Vendors seem to like things nice and balkanized, pre-
ferring a 1980s technology like Simple Network Manage-
ment Protocol (SNMP) to collect information and store 
it in management information bases until it is picked up 
for review, to any sort of real-time monitoring, proactive 

profiling, correlation and reduction, active reconfigu-
ration and so on. In short, useful capabilities that fall 
outside the SNMP tool set. That is usually the reason why 
we look to software developers to come up with better 
approaches… which we never buy.

A couple of years ago, a lot of faith was placed in REST-
ful management. Everybody promised to REST-enable 
their stuff, providing a means to collate and respond in 
real time to application, network, server or storage events. 
IBM called its effort Project Zero—which is appropriate 
since they did next to nothing with it. 

To my knowledge, only X-IO brought the promise of 
RESTful management to maturity. I can do everything 
from configure and allocate—to troubleshoot and reme-
diate—X-IO storage because of Jeff Nicholson’s (formerly 
of X-IO, currently HGST) work—something he almost 
apologetically noted took very little time to implement 
the last time we spoke.

But REST hasn’t caught on. VMware embraced it, but 
hid its REST API behind several proprietary layers of APIs 
to confound those who might seek to build a better man-
agement head on vSphere. IBM does have limited REST 
capabilities on some gear today, but it is instead crowing 
about a new Spectrum Accelerate (formerly XIV) product, 
which is intended to manage all of the software-defined 
storage and hyper-converged infrastructure that they are 
encouraging customers to deploy.

    STORAGE REVOLUTION 
JON TOIGO

Storage  
management 
gets respect
SRM has been overlooked over the  
years, but vendors are pushing storage 
management software development.
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http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/news/4500243519/IBM-Storage-GM-talks-up-Spectrum-Storage-flash-strategy
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VENDORS CONFLATE SDS  

WITH STORAGE MANAGEMENT

Actually, IBM and several other vendors have started to 
conflate software-defined storage—which involves mov-
ing value-add storage services off array controllers and 
into a software layer on the server, whether as a virtual 
machine of its own or as part of the hypervisor software 
stack—with storage management. DataCore Software 
agrees that managing and orchestrating data storage 
resources is the next evolution of software-defined stor-
age—but its idea of management isn’t limited to the allo-
cation of storage services only. Capacity must be managed, 
too, infrastructure-wide. 

There is more to managing storage infrastructure than 
managing what workload gets assigned services like data 
replication, mirroring, continuous data protection or 
encryption. You need to virtualize and manage storage 
capacity, too—something that most software-defined 
storage folks are loath to do. In fact, you will need to pro-
vide horizontal management across multiple instances of 
proprietary software-defined or hyper-converged storage 
infrastructures. This will likely include different stacks 
running under multiple hypervisors, plus the storage you 
are using from cloud providers, plus the storage that is 
supporting non-virtualized workloads.

And, of course, to be really useful, comprehensive 
management of data storage resources requires an appli-
cation-centric focus. The folks over at SolarWinds seemed 
to get this when they rolled out the next evolution of soup-
to-nuts management platform, nicknamed Orion Core, a 
couple of months ago. They have aggregated an impressive 

set of server, network and storage management tools into 
a dashboard-driven cobble that gives great visibility into 
both virtual and physical infrastructure—all tied back to 
the application perspective. If an app is performing slowly, 
you can quickly bring up a dashboard of the resources 
used by that app and narrow down the field of possible 
explanations to a small subset of causes.

WE’RE NOT THERE YET

Nobody, in my humble opinion, has the full stack just 
right yet. I want to be able to see, for example, whether 
all of those inter-nodal data replication processes are pro-
ducing the intended availability. I want to see where the 
logjam is in my I/O stack that is slowing down my apps: 
most of the time, it has nothing to do with legacy storage 
or queue depths at all, regardless of what the hypervisor 
vendor says. I want to be able to map the starburst effect 
that occurs when a mobile commerce transaction hits the 
front door and triggers a bunch of back-end processes, so 
I can understand the interdependencies in my apps and 
provide a comprehensive application recovery capability.

In short, I need real infrastructure management. 
There, my annual rant is complete. At least the work 

of DataCore, IBM and SolarWinds, just to name three, 
indicates that someone is trying to show a little respect 
for management. n  

JON WILLIAM TOIGO is a 30-year IT veteran, CEO and managing 
principal of Toigo Partners International, and chairman of the Data 
Management Institute.
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CLOUD TIERING

Integrate cloud  
storage with  

on-premises arrays
Cloud and on-premises storage have become  

so linked that the cloud is just another tier  
available to storage admins.

BY MIKE MATCHETT

ORGANIZATIONS AREN’T LIKELY to move 100% of their data 
into cloud services, but most will want to take advantage 
of cloud storage benefits for at least some data. The best 
approaches to using cloud storage in a hybrid fashion cre-
ate a seamless integration between on-premises storage re-
sources and the cloud. The cloud tiering integration can be 
accomplished with purpose-built software, cloud-enabled 
applications or the capabilities built into storage systems 
or cloud gateway products.

WHY CHASE CLOUDS?

This may be the year that public cloud adoption finally 
moves beyond development projects and Web 2.0 com-
panies and enters squarely into the mainstream of IT. 
Cloud service providers can offer tremendous advantages 
in terms of elasticity, agility, scalable capacity and utility 
pricing. Of course, there remain unavoidable concerns 
about security, competitiveness, long-term costs and 
performance. Also, not all applications or workloads are 
cloud-ready and most organizations are not able to operate 
fully in a public cloud. However, these concerns lead to 
what we are seeing in practice as a hybrid cloud approach, 
attempting to combine the best of both worlds.

HOME
DJVSTOCK/FOTOLIA

http://searchcloudstorage.techtarget.com/tip/Various-cloud-gateway-options-and-use-cases
http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/news/2240206826/Is-public-cloud-adoption-in-the-enterprise-on-the-upswing
http://searchtelecom.techtarget.com/answer/How-do-cloud-elasticity-and-cloud-scalability-differ
http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/essentialguide/Guiding-the-enterprise-into-a-hybrid-cloud-model
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Taneja Group research supports that view, determining 
that only about 10% of enterprise IT organizations are 
even considering moving wholesale into public clouds.
The vast majority of IT shops continue to envision future 
architectures with cloud and on-premises infrastructure 
augmented by hyper-converged products, at least within 
the next 3-5 years. Yet, in those same shops, increasing 
storage consolidation, virtualization and building out 
cloud services are the top IT initiatives planned out for 
the next 18 months. These initiatives lean toward using 
available public cloud capabilities where it makes sense—
supporting Web apps and mobile users, collaboration and 
sharing, deep archives, off-site backups, DRaaS and even, 
in some cases, as a primary storage tier.

The amount of data that many IT shops will have to 
store, manage, protect and help process, by many esti-
mates,  is predicted to double every year for the foresee-
able future. Given very real limits on data centers, staffing 
and budget, it will become increasingly harder to deal with 
this data growth completely in-house.

USING CLOUD STORAGE

For many compelling reasons (See: “Why cloud stor-
age?”), many organizations will adopt cloud storage as 
their data storage needs increase. This adoption will not 
necessarily be a wholesale migration into the cloud, but 
will likely take a hybrid form of storage architecture. The 
optimal balance for most organizations (at least for the 
next couple of years) will include some storage infrastruc-
ture on-premises while integrating with the cloud tier 

where it makes most sense. 
There are several approaches to building hybrid cloud 

storage services. One is to simply move some workloads, 
like user file sync-and-share, to the cloud, while keeping 
other more performance sensitive applications on-prem-
ises. Some of these applications can use cloud storage 
services like Amazon Web Services’ Elastic Block Store 
(EBS), their new Elastic File Store (EFS), or IT-managed, 
cloud-resident file storage such as SoftNAS’ offering.

The most popular cloud storage is based on objects. And 
many modern applications (applications that can live in 
either the cloud or on-premises) now support HTTP-based 
storage protocols (REST-based APIs) to access cloud-
friendly object storage directly. 

Why cloud storage? 
THERE ARE MANY compelling motivations for IT  

to leverage cloud storage. Among these are:

n  Low cost per GB

n  Near infinite capacity on-demand

n  Elastic subscription cost basis 

n  Little or no up-front Capex investment

n  Distributed accessibility

n  Regionally distributed replication

n  Low Opex (not managed in-house)

n  Potential recovery in the cloud (DRaaS)

http://searchvirtualdesktop.techtarget.com/opinion/Deconstructing-hyperconverged-infrastructure-risks-and-rewards
http://searchcloudprovider.techtarget.com/Cloud-computing-services-primer
http://searchcloudprovider.techtarget.com/Cloud-computing-services-primer
http://searchaws.techtarget.com/definition/Amazon-EBS-Amazon-Elastic-Block-Store
http://searchaws.techtarget.com/definition/Amazon-EBS-Amazon-Elastic-Block-Store
http://aws.amazon.com/efs/
https://www.softnas.com/wp/
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Object storage products are used with every cloud plat-
form, whether that cloud is private or public. Many object 
storage products can be set up to run distributed in a hy-
brid way, naturally spanning across internal data centers 
and public clouds. Amazon Web Services S3 is the leading 
object store API, followed closely by the OpenStack Swift 
APIs for OpenStack cloud builders.

A close cousin to cloud-side storage and distributed 
object stores are a range of software-defined storage (SDS) 
products that can span cloud and on-premises infrastruc-
ture, with appliances and/or virtual machine-based stor-
age nodes. Depending on the kind of hybrid architecture 
you want to build and the level of necessary storage ser-
vices, storage offerings like those from Maxta, Nexenta, 
Qumulo or Tarmin might be just the ticket.

GATES TO CLOUD HEAVEN

If your applications aren’t going to change as fast as you’d 
like into cloud-aware denizens, and you aren’t ready to 
directly manage cloud infrastructure, a cloud gateway 
could be a good option. Cloud storage gateways basically 
look like a traditional array to workloads, but internally 
function as a large high-performance local cache fronting 
cloud capacity on the back end. Cloud storage gateways 
can be based on physical or virtual appliances, and can, in 
some cases, seamlessly replace traditional block and file 
storage products. 

Gateways can differ in the way their local caching or 
tiering algorithms are designed. Some are based on recent 
user behavior, some are application-aware, and some can 

even coordinate snapshots back into the cloud. Most have 
some built-in data transfer optimization like deduplica-
tion and compression, although the returns on these can 
vary and may duplicate network-level WAN optimization. 
Some gateways go farther with advanced IO journaling 
and buffering, IO prioritization and off-peak transfer 
scheduling. 

These differences come into play depending on how the 
gateway storage is used. For example, it may be a deep-ca-
pacity backup target aiming at providing hundreds of TB 
of object storage cheaply (e.g., NetApp SteelStore). Or it 
could be a front-line array replacing local primary storage 
in ROBO deployments (e.g., CTERA Networks). With the 
latter option, IT can reap multiple benefits as remote pri-
mary storage is not only cached locally for performance, 
but automatically synced back to the cloud, protected and 
effectively made available anywhere.

For larger data centers, long-time gateway vendors like 
Nasuni and Panzura aim to provide a more cost-effective 
and tremendously scalable NAS offering to replace islands 
of traditional filers with a single global namespace. One of 
the key things to consider with such widely distributed file 
systems is how they handle regional distribution, caching, 
versions and/or file locking. 

ARRAYS TIER UP TO THE CLOUD

Another example of a hybrid approach is Microsoft’s 
StorSimple, which is a primary block storage array with a 
cloud tiering capability fully integrated.

Most traditional storage vendors will likely build 
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http://aws.amazon.com/s3/
http://aws.amazon.com/s3/
http://docs.openstack.org/developer/swift/
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/ehandbook/Buyers-checklist-to-software-defined-storage-vendors
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/ehandbook/Buyers-checklist-to-software-defined-storage-vendors
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http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/news/4500245716/Nexenta-Systems-CEO-discusses-upcoming-product-launches
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/news/2240242376/Qumulo-emerges-with-data-aware-scale-out-NAS
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/news/2240210409/Tarmin-revamps-data-defined-GridBank-object-software
http://www.netapp.com/us/products/protection-software/steelstore/
http://www.netapp.com/us/products/protection-software/steelstore/
http://www.ctera.com/products/products/cloud-storage-gateways
http://searchcloudstorage.techtarget.com/news/2240224582/Nasuni-Filer-adds-file-locking-entry-level-model
http://searchcloudstorage.techtarget.com/news/2240230606/Panzura-CEO-discusses-fading-cloud-storage-gateway-market
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/products/storsimple/overview.aspx
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cloud-storage tiering directly into their traditional arrays 
in the near future. Recent Taneja Group research shows 
that the majority of enterprises expect to add cloud as a 
new tier of storage within the next 3-5 years. Also, EMC 
and NetApp have acquired established cloud storage 
gateway products (TwinStrata and Riverbed SteelStore, 
respectively).

IS CLOUD STORAGE RIGHT FOR YOU?

Before jumping into cloud storage, IT teams need to first 
consider what they really want to accomplish. When ar-
chitecting a hybrid approach, the following are some key 
areas to consider:

n Network connectivity and bandwidth. The network is a 
key resource between the data center and the cloud that 
impacts performance, availability and cost. Networks are 
still inherently unreliable. When considering which and 
how much of your data can live in the cloud, evaluate end-
to-end capabilities like the size of forward cache and WAN 
optimization including deduplication and compression. 
These features can be provided in dedicated network ap-
pliances or built into cloud storage gateways directly, but 
you may not need both. For larger cloud data replication 
and migration challenges, also consider offerings like 
Attunity’s CloudBeam which is designed to ease big data 
flow.

n Security. Look for integration with your existing on- 
premises authentication. Most cloud storage offers solid 

encryption in flight and at rest in the cloud, but check 
where and how keys are managed and protected. Are there 
policies that can automatically enforce security provi-
sions, and regulatory/compliance restrictions?

n Data accessibility. Look for the breadth of accessibil-
ity. Should your data only be really available for access 
from within your data centers or do you want to enable 
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Real-world cloud 
storage 
COMMON USE CASES today for cloud storage 

include:

n  Capacity storage target for backups— 

hot and cold

n  Active archives where data can be  

accessed on-demand

n  Data stores for cloud-based analytics 

processes

n  Primary data for web and mobile applications

n  Distributed file sync-and-share

n  Video and image warehousing, often taking 

advantage of cloud transcoding/processing 

services

n  Cloud storage tier behind on-premises primary 

storage

http://searchcloudstorage.techtarget.com/news/2240224199/EMC-sees-TwinStrata-as-a-cloud-tier-for-storage
http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/news/2240233682/NetApp-buys-Riverbeds-SteelStore-cloud-backup-appliances
http://www.attunity.com/products/attunity-cloudbeam
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cloud-based processing or global file sharing? Where does 
data get replicated and encrypted/decrypted for mobile 
and distributed users?

n Cost/data sprawl controls. Cloud storage can be awfully 
easy to use in large volumes, but that means your costs 
over the long term can shoot sky-high. Look for cost allo-
cation and data sprawl management features.

n Performance. Can performance be delivered when and 
where users and workloads need it? End user file shar-
ing has different needs than your critical point-of-sale 
database.

n Migrating out. Does your hybrid solution need to support 
multiple public cloud providers, maybe even two at once 
just in case?

In the end, it is inevitable that cloud storage will be a 
tier of data centers in the near future. So, the question is 
probably not if, but how you can best take advantage of it. 
A cloud storage gateway is a good way to jumpstart use of 
public cloud storage, which should be followed by a seri-
ous consideration of where a global scale-out NAS might 
layer in strategically. n 

MIKE MATCHETT is a senior analyst and consultant at Taneja Group.
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D  Top 10 technologies users want  
when purchasing a SAN or NAS

D  Which of these storage systems have 
you bought or plan to purchase?

D  SAN, NAS or converged infrastructure 
storage capacity currently installed

None

Converged/ 
hyper-converged 

NAS array

Unified array

SAN array

55+12+7+8+18+u55%

12%

7%
8%

18%

1 PB or 
more

500 TB to 
999 TB

250 TB to 
499 TB

101 TB to 
249 TB

< 100 TB

* MULTIPLE SELECTIONS PERMITTED

Data reduction

Flash storage

Storage  
virtualization

10/40 Gbps Ether- 
net connection

Thin provisioning

Cloud storage 
integration

Snapshots/ 
replication

Automated  
storage tiering

Data archiving

16 Gbps Fibre  
Channel connection

59%26%

51%

30%

20%

20%

19%

17%

17%

17%

14%

9%

24%

25%

41%

35%

12%

17%

20%

35%

n  PLAN TO  
PURCHASE

n  PURCHASED
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BACKUP WAS THE first broad use case for cloud storage. 
What started as an ideal way to back up consumer desk-
tops spread to enterprise endpoint protection and now 
many cloud backup providers offer protection of physi-
cal and virtual servers. Cloud backup is a very crowded 
market with vendors bringing software and services to 
market almost every week. There are an almost over-
whelming number of options available to IT profession-
als establishing a cloud-based backup strategy. 

CLOUD CATEGORIZATION

Organizations use the cloud for data protection in a variety 
of ways. Some opt for native cloud providers, in which 
cloud is the central point of the data protection process. 
Other companies, especially legacy vendors, have treated 
the cloud as an add-on to the data protection process. For 
them, the cloud becomes another backup target. 

There is also differentiation among service providers. 
Some providers are really software developers that use 
an existing, generic cloud service like Amazon, Azure or 
Google for cloud storage. Others have created their own 
cloud-based data centers, purpose-built to store customer 
data. There are also managed service providers or regional 
cloud providers that use a third-party software product to 
provide data protection to their customers. 

CLOUD BACKUP STRATEGIES

New ways to use  
cloud backup services

Cloud backup has evolved to protect data  
enterprise-wide—on servers, laptops, desktops,  
smartphones and tablets. But, it has limitations. 

BY GEORGE CRUMP

SIGAL SUHLER MORAN/ISTOCK

HOME

http://searchitchannel.techtarget.com/report/Enterprise-data-backup-solutions-for-endpoint-data-protection
http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/tip/Cloud-backup-provider-checklist-Criteria-for-choosing-a-cloud-service
http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/tip/Cloud-data-protection-for-laptops-desktops-and-mobile-devices
http://searchaws.techtarget.com/feature/FAQ-Amazon-cloud-offerings-provide-value-variety-and-complexity
http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/essentialguide/An-enterprise-guide-to-Microsoft-Azure-cloud
http://searchaws.techtarget.com/essentialguide/AWS-vs-Google-comparison-guide
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The advantage of a generic service is that the cost of 
entry for the provider is very low and that may be reflected 
in the cost of their service. But they have limited control 
over the environment, so troubleshooting a technical 
support problem may be as much a problem for them as 
it is for the customer. 

The advantage of a purpose-built cloud is that the pro-
vider owns it all, software and hardware. While the cost 
to entry is higher for these vendors, the ability for them to 
scale specifically to their customers’ needs, as well as solve 
any support challenges, should be better. 

The third type of provider is really a facilities specialist 
that has added cloud-based backup as part of their feature 
set. They tend to use off-the-shelf software products that 
have been broadly adopted in the market. This type of 
product is ideal for a customer that wants to continue 
using their current backup software and wants to move 
data off-site without the expense of creating a disaster 
recovery site. 

HYBRID BACKUP

In this model, backup data resides on-premises as well as 
in the cloud. Typically, an appliance receives backups from 
the data center’s servers and then replicates that data to 
the cloud provider’s facility. The on-site appliance can be 
used for rapid recovery of servers and the cloud copy can 
be used in case of a disaster. Also, many legacy backup 
products can back up data locally and to the cloud. Or,  
data can be backed up on-site and then replicated to the 
cloud.

BACKUP CAPABILITIES

Native cloud backup providers have raised the data protec-
tion bar significantly over the last few years. Most started 
by overcoming the somewhat obvious challenge that 
cloud-based backup presents—the latency of an internet 
connection. The initial products focused on moving data 

more efficiently across that connection, using technolo-
gies like block-level incremental backup, deduplication, 
compression and WAN optimization. They have also 
significantly closed the gap in terms of platform cover-
age, moving from the endpoint protection, to full server 
protection of Linux, Windows and VMware.

Many more traditional backup software and hardware 
vendors have also added support for cloud storage. How-
ever, most of the time, these vendors view the cloud as a 
secondary storage repository; it often does not minimize 
on-site capacity or bring any additional capabilities. 

One of the major challenges that cloud providers and 
users faced was time to recover. While block-level incre-
mental, deduplication and compression all improved the 
backup process, they did little to help the recovery pro-
cess. In the event of a storage system failure or site loss, 

THE ADVANTAGE OF A  
PURPOSE-BUILT CLOUD IS 
THAT THE PRO VIDER OWNS  
IT ALL, SOFTWARE AND  
HARDWARE. 

http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/feature/The-pros-and-cons-of-cloud-based-backup-services
http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/answer/What-are-the-differences-between-file-level-vs-block-level-deduplication
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all the data needed to be restored across a relatively low 
bandwidth connection. And, of course, a full system recov-
ery is often time-critical, because application downtime 
is unacceptable for many businesses. These shortcom-
ings led to one of the most significant advances in cloud 
backup: disaster recovery as a service. 

DISASTER RECOVERY AS A SERVICE

Disaster recovery as a service (DRaaS) allows users to run 
an instance of a virtual machine (VM) in the cloud backup 
provider’s data center. Assuming that all the networking 
issues can be resolved, this means that users can be back 
online in a matter of minutes. 

DRaaS does require some new considerations as well as 
some potential changes in an organization’s data center. 
The first thing to understand is what performance will be 
like during the DR event. Given the length of the outage 
and time it will take to restore all the data, the application 
may be running in the cloud provider’s data center for 
some time. It is important to consider whether the cloud 
provider will meet an SLA based on performance during 
that time.

Also, the cloud provider will need to demonstrate the 
ability to host many organizations’ applications simulta-
neously in their data center. If a regional disaster such as 
a hurricane occurs, cloud providers can be overwhelmed 
with recovery requests. An SLA provides a way to make 
sure that performance is acceptable for long-term use. 

You must also understand how failback will work. In 
the event that the organization’s entire data center is 

destroyed, all this data needs to be recovered. Do they 
provide a bulk transfer capability like shipping hard drives 
or tape media to the organization to facilitate a faster lo-
cal recovery? If the entire data center is not destroyed, a 
much more common outcome in a disaster, do they have a 
way to intelligently recover data so that only the data that 
changed while the application was running in the cloud 
will be restored?

DRaaS may also require infrastructure changes. First, 
most DRaaS offerings leverage virtualization to deliver the 
functionality. This means that physical servers may need 
to be virtualized or the provider may need to have physi-
cal-to-virtual conversion capability on their end. 

Finally, for DRaaS to work, networking must be prop-
erly re-routed to provide a seamless transfer between the 
organization’s data center and the cloud provider. Fortu-
nately, most native cloud backup providers are more than 
willing to assist in making sure the various networking 
configurations are set up properly. 

CLOUD ACCELERATORS

Another new cloud backup strategy is the replacement of 
the cloud backup appliance with a cloud backup accelera-
tor. Many appliances execute a 1:1 translation to the cloud, 
meaning that 100% of the data being backed up needs to 
be stored locally and in the cloud. To accommodate this, 
the appliance needs to have capacity added to it contin-
ually. There is no practical reason why these backups are 
not deleted or moved after a period of time, just that the 
software has not be updated or designed to support that 

http://searchcloudprovider.techtarget.com/guides/Cloud-disaster-recovery-guide-The-value-of-DRaaS
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capability. While some providers do have the ability to tier 
older copies of data for cloud storage only, most require 
at least 100% of the latest full backup to be stored on-site.

An accelerator changes this by utilizing more of a 
caching methodology. The local accelerator does not need 
to store all of the data, or even the most recent backup. 
Instead, data is removed from the appliance as soon as its 

arrival in the cloud is confirmed. These accelerators are 
generally controlled by policy so that certain mission-crit-
ical applications can be set to always have the most recent 
copy of their data reside both on-site and in the cloud. 

This is ideal for companies with a few large databases 
and a lot of file data. Since most file data is not mis-
sion-critical and is recovered a file at a time, the latency 
of the cloud is not as much an issue for their recovery. A 
large database needs to be restored all at once, as quickly 
as possible, so having this copy backed up locally is often 
a requirement. The ability to control this by policy allows 
the on-site accelerator to be one-third the size of an on-
site appliance, thereby reducing costs and simplifying the 
on-site operational requirement. 

CLOUD-TO-CLOUD BACKUP

Another feature that cloud backup vendors are beginning 
to provide is cloud-to-cloud backup. By granting the 
backup provider access, they are given a direct connection 
to the cloud service. This allows them to directly back up 
software as a service (SaaS) providers such as Box.com, 
Dropbox, Google Drive, Office 365 and Salesforce. 

Most users assume that because data is in the cloud 
that it is also protected. To some extent, this is true. 
Cloud-based data is backed up, but only to protect the 
cloud provider, not the organization. If, for example, an 
employee deletes files, there is little that can be done to 
recover them without paying restore fees. Cloud-to-cloud 
backup protects against this type of data loss. 

REVERSE INCREMENTAL BACKUP

Reverse incremental backup is another feature that re-
duces the time it takes for a server instance to be recov-
ered. With traditional, block-level incremental backups, 
an initial full backup is completed as normal. Then, when 
the next backup is taken, just the changed blocks are cop-
ied to backup storage and stored in a separate file, which 
is linked to the original full backup. If there is a failure,  
the original file and each of these linked files need to be 
recovered in reverse order, which is a time-consuming 
process.

Reverse incremental merges incremental backups into 
the full backup as each incremental is completed. But 
each incremental is also maintained as a separate file. 
This allows the full image to be kept up to date while still 

FOR DRaaS TO WORK,  
NETWORKING MUST BE PROP-
ERLY RE-ROUTED TO PROVIDE 
A SEAMLESS TRANSFER  
BETWEEN THE DATA CENTER 
AND THE CLOUD PROVIDER.

http://searchcloudapplications.techtarget.com/definition/Salesforcecom
http://searchconsumerization.techtarget.com/definition/Dropbox
http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/answer/Should-you-back-up-Google-Drive-contents
http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/tip/Microsoft-Office-365-backup-considerations-for-Exchange-Server
http://searchcloudapplications.techtarget.com/definition/Salesforcecom
http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/news/2240179885/Need-for-cloud-to-cloud-backup-options-creates-new-market
http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/news/2240179885/Need-for-cloud-to-cloud-backup-options-creates-new-market
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The downside of cloud-based backup
WHILE THERE IS a lot to like about cloud backup, there are 

some downsides that need to be taken into consider-

ation. The first is of course security, a common concern 

about any cloud service. It is important that the cloud 

backup product provides complete end-to-end encryp-

tion, where data is not only encrypted in transit to the 

provider, but also while at rest in the provider’s facility. 

Organizations with highly sensitive data should also 

only consider products that allow them to hold the 

encryption keys, instead of the provider. 

Another area of concern is flexibility. For example, 

some organizations may want to perform recovery in 

a secondary facility of their choice instead of being 

forced to recover to the provider’s location. Also, cloud 

providers that supply appliances will force the organi-

zation to use the included disks, instead of potentially 

using what the organization already has in place.

Finally, and maybe most surprising, is the potential 

cost of the cloud product when considered over time. 

Cloud-based backup products capture the attention 

of organizations partly because of their low upfront 

costs. But when these monthly or quarterly costs are 

multiplied out over five years, the life expectancy for 

an on-site backup product, cloud backup products can 

actually be more expensive than traditional, on-site 

backup. This is especially true as backup capacities 

grow, since most providers charge by the capacity 

under protection. n

maintaining a rich version history. In the event that the 
latest server image needs to be recovered in the shortest 
time possible, all that has to be restored is this one file. 
While the size of that VM will impact recovery time, in 
most cases, a single VM with no additional incrementals 
to be merged will restore relatively quickly over a business 
class internet connection. But reverse incremental backup 
still provides access to various versions of individual files 
can still be restored from the incremental copies. 

Cloud backup has evolved over the past few years to 
offer a variety of important functions. There are now 

several products that offer similar platform coverage and 
features to traditional enterprise products. Add to that 
new capabilities like DRaaS, cloud-to-cloud backup, and 
reverse incremental backup, and these offerings become 
very compelling. While not perfect (See: “The downside 
of cloud-based backup”) a cloud-based backup strategy 
should be considered any time a data protection refresh 
project is underway. n

GEORGE CRUMP is president of Storage Switzerland, an IT analyst  
firm focused on storage and virtualization.

mailto:gcrump@storage-switzerland.com
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D  What other IT purchases are you  
considering for your storage project?

D  Top criteria used to evaluate  
storage vendors

* UP TO THREE SELECTIONS PERMITTED

* UP TO THREE SELECTIONS PERMITTED * UP TO THREE SELECTIONS PERMITTED

Servers Networking Other 
storage

Backup

Price

Performance

Features and 
functions

Scalability

Tech support 
and service

Market  
leader

Integrate 
with other 

technology

Supply other 
tech to us

Vendor  
stability

79%

65%

37%

29%

29%

26%

12%

11%

9%

74Percentage of respondents who said  
capacity was the most important factor 

when choosing storage

36%
32%

19%
15%
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INTEREST IN CLOUD storage services is growing, managing 
storage for virtual environments appears to be under con-
trol and flash is quickly becoming a basic commodity that 
no storage array can do without. These observations are 
based on our analysis of the results of the Storage maga-
zine/SearchStorage Storage Purchasing Intentions survey 
recently conducted for the 13th consecutive year. 

Storage pros shared their insights on our exclusive sur-
vey that takes measure of companies’ current storage tech 
environments and their plans for enhancing and evolving 
those infrastructures over the next year.

We collected responses on a variety of storage topics 
from IT decision makers who have direct responsibilities 
for storage systems in their companies. Those companies 
averaged annual revenues of $1 billion (down a bit from 
last year’s $1.3 billion); 40% of participating companies 
have at least 1,000 employees.

The survey includes all industries—led by business ser-
vices/consulting (13%), government (12%), computer-re-
lated services (11%), health/medical (10%), education 
(9%), finance/banking (8%) and manufacturing (6%).

The surveyed companies averaged an impressive 1.4 
petabytes of data on all forms of media, including disk, 
tape, flash, optical and cloud. That number was slightly 
less than what was reported the two previous years, but 
that’s still an awful lot of data to provide a home for.

PURCHASING INTENTIONS

With rising budgets,  
storage shops  

look to the cloud
Our annual Purchasing Intentions survey paints a  
rosier picture than last year for storage managers  
trying to stretch budgets to cover capacity needs. 

BY RICH CASTAGNA

ENISAKSOY/ISTOCK

HOME
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With more money to spend,  
storage managers have growth under control

The average storage budget for companies we surveyed is  
$2.3 million. That’s the same as last year (and a tally that’s 
somewhat inflated by larger companies), but 55% of the  
companies reported storage budgets under the million- 
dollar mark. Broken down by company size, we see that 
smaller companies anticipate having $1 million to spend, 
mid-sized expect $2.8 million and the well-heeled, larger 
firms will average $6.4 million for their storage budgets. 

The big news is that companies are reporting an in-
crease of 2.3% when comparing their budgets to last year. 
For the past three years, we’ve seen more modest increases 

in the range of 1.5%, so that 2.3% jump is the biggest incre-
ment we’ve seen since pre-recession, in 2008.

That’s good news for storage managers because they’re 
managing an average of 326 terabytes (TB) of active stor-
age capacity that they estimate has grown at a 25% year-
over-year clip. Big companies (greater than $1 billion in 
annual revenues) have 881 TB under management, but 
even small outfits (less than $100 million in revenues) 
have to tend to an average of 152 TB of active capacity. 
These are the highest numbers we’ve since we started 
asking this question six years ago. 

How does your 2015 storage budget compare to 2014?
Year-over-year changes to storage budgets

4.4% 3.7% 2.9% -1.9% 0% 1.8% 0.8% 1.5% 1.3% 2.3%

KEY STAT

Companies  
that have a  

storage budget 
of $10 million  

or more.

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

4%

http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/feature/Storage-budget-plans-still-coping-with-capacity-and-performance
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Seeking capacity and performance,  
shops will add a variety of storage types

Most shops have a mix of storage systems, but the wild 
growth of unstructured data helps make file storage the 
most prominent. That’s certainly the case for this year’s 
respondents as 72% reported that they have NAS systems 
installed. For block storage, we’ve seen iSCSI gradually 
overtake Fibre Channel, and the trend continues, with 
53% saying they’re currently using IP-based block stor-
age vs. 44% for FC. The most surprising development 
in data center storage is the relatively quick adoption of 
object-based storage; this year, 12% noted that they’ve 
already installed this relatively new tech.

As a group, our respondents expect to add at least 40 TB 

of additional disk/flash capacity, about the same amount 
we’ve seen over the past four or five years. By company 
size, we see that smaller firms will add 22 TB, mid-sized 
51 TB and the larger companies expect to add 90 TB.

When our respondents go shopping for their new  
capacity, some of it will come in the form of brand new  
arrays. Still, continuing a trend we first spotted some 
seven years ago, the largest single chunk of storage capac-
ity budget will be used to purchase additional capacity 
for already installed systems. Thirty percent said their 
primary storage purchases would be for new drives for 
old arrays.

KEY STAT

Companies that 
use 10 Gbps  
Ethernet for  
their storage 

networks.

How much disk storage do you expect your company to purchase this year?

50 TB

40 TB

30 TB

20 TB

10 TB

0
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KEY STAT

Respondents  
that aren’t using  

flash because  
of wear-out  
concerns.

Are you using, implementing or evaluating solid-state storage devices?
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n USING SSD NOW      n IMPLEMENTING SSD THIS YEAR      n EVALUATING SSD

Flash is pervasive, with all-flash arrays taking hold 

A whopping 39% of respondents say their companies are 
using solid-state storage in some form, with 9% planning 
2015 implementations and 28% evaluating the technology. 
That leaves just 24% who said they have no imminent 
plans for flash—the lowest number we’ve ever seen.

The implementation of choice for flash is still in hybrid 
arrays (76%), a preference that we’ve seen for about five 
years. More than half (51%) note that they have flash 
installed directly in servers, and about the same number 
(55%) have desktop/laptop users who enjoy the perfor-
mance of solid state in their PCs. Over the past year, one 
of the biggest stories has been the proliferation of all-flash 

arrays. Last year, 6% of our respondents said they had 
gone the all-flash route; this year, that number has swelled 
impressively to 22%.

Among current flash users, average installed capacity 
is 10.5 TB—a figure that we expect will grow as our group 
noted plans to add an average of 8.3 TB of solid-state stor-
age in 2015. The most frequently cited reason for adding 
more flash storage is to provide more performance for 
existing applications (55%); supporting virtual server 
environments was the reason for 38%, with optimization/
consolidation projects (35%) and ensuring adequate per-
formance for new apps (31%) following closely.

10%

http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/magazineContent/Flash-All-solid-state-arrays
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/magazineContent/Flash-All-solid-state-arrays
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As data centers go virtual, attention turns  
to software-defined storage and hyper-convergence

Not too long ago, the biggest struggle that many storage 
managers had was trying to make their traditional storage 
systems fit into a virtualized server infrastructure. Today, 
much less sweat and tears are shed over configuring and 
provisioning storage for virtual machines (VMs). That’s 
because new storage vendors have rolled out VM-specific 
storage systems and the traditional storage vendors have 
finally gotten their systems into virtual server shape.

When VMs first began to sweep through data centers, 
most storage managers opted to support them with their 
highest performance storage, so FC was the protocol of 
choice. FC is still the leader, but barely so: 33% say FC is 
the main type of storage they’re using for virtual servers 
while 31% are using iSCSI. NAS is a distant third (18%).

Far fewer companies have ventured down the virtual 
desktop infrastructure path, but among those who have, 
18% are supporting the virtual desktops with FC storage; 
14% are using iSCSI and 12% NAS. Those numbers have 
been fairly consistent spanning five years of surveys.

Alternative storage architectures are at the core of two 
of the hottest new data center/storage techs: hyper-con-
verged infrastructure and software-defined storage (SDS). 
Hyper-converged combines storage, servers and networks 
in the footprint of a server and then combines and shares 
resources in a grid arrangement; SDS puts all the smarts 
in the software and eschews storage-specific hardware. 
Our respondents include a number of early adopters—11% 
say they’ve deployed SDS and 8% have hyper-converged 

systems in place. But another 8% and 7%, respectively, 
have planned implementations with more than twice that 
actively evaluating these alternatives. 

What are your company’s plans for  
hyper-converged infrastructure systems  
and software defined storage?

n  SOFTWARE-DEFINED STORAGE      n  HYPER-CONVERGED

Currently 
installed

Plan to deploy  
in 2015

Evaluating  
in 2015

Need to  
learn more

No plans/ 
don’t know

11%

8%

17%

26%

38%

8%

7%

19%

30%

36%

http://searchvirtualstorage.techtarget.com/ehandbook/How-to-allocate-and-configure-virtual-machine-storage
http://searchvirtualstorage.techtarget.com/ehandbook/How-to-allocate-and-configure-virtual-machine-storage
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Do you currently use any cloud storage services for primary or nearline storage?

n  2013      n  2014      n  2015

Data center  
primary data

Data center  
nearline data

Archiving Remote office  
online data

8% 8%

4% 3%

14%

10% 9%

5%

26%

13%
15%

9%

Still somewhat cautious, companies are  
expanding their use of cloud storage services

Last year, nearly 70% of respondents said they weren’t 
using cloud storage services yet, and the year before the 
number was even higher at 78%. This year’s tally—56% 
say they’re still not cloud storage users—reflects a swing 
of more than 20 percentage points.

For companies using cloud storage for non-data protec-
tion services, the most popular use is for storing primary 
data (26%); 13% say they use the cloud to tuck away near-
line data. The fastest growing cloud storage application 
is archiving: 15% say they’re archiving to the cloud now 
compared to 3% just two years ago.

Current cloud storage users say they have an average of 
15 TB of data stored in their cloud services vs. the 13 TB 
reported last year. Those users seem convinced of the via-
bility of cloud storage and plan to add capacity or services 
in 2015: 47% will more capacity for primary data, 33% for 
archiving and 32% for nearline data.

With the number of mobile devices in use growing 
rapidly, file sync-and-share is getting plenty of attention. 
Thirteen percent of respondents say their companies are 
using public sync-and-share services, and 12% say they’ve 
installed in-house sync-and-share systems.

KEY STAT

Respondents  
that use cloud 

storage for  
remote/branch 

office data

8.5%

http://searchcloudstorage.techtarget.com/photostory/2240214188/Cloud-survey-uncovers-seven-storage-services-trends/1/Cloud-IT-services-used-by-two-thirds-of-companies
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Data protection takes on many forms, formats and form factors

Spending for disk-to-disk backup systems continues to be 
healthy, with 31% saying they’ll increase their spending in 
2015 and nearly half (47%) noting that they’ll spend this 
year at last year’s levels.

The most popular backup infrastructure (59%) features 
a disk system configured as a backup target—a scenario 
that’s been the leading option for disk-based backup 
for the 10 years we’ve asked the question. Thirty-one 
percent are using some form of deduplicating hard-
ware in their backup process, while 25% indicated 
that they’re employing continuous data protection 
(CDP) in some form. The CDP number was stagnant 
for many years, but has risen steadily over the past 
four years. For companies adding backup tech in 
2015, dedupe (19%) and CDP (16%) top the list.

Cloud storage services first made their mark of-
fering convenient and low-cost backup. Forty-one 
percent of our reporting companies are using cloud 
backup for at least some data. The data most fre-
quently backed up to a cloud is from email applica-
tions, followed closely by data required for disaster 
recovery. Cloud-based disaster recovery is a fast 
growing area, with 23% noting that they’ll increase 
spending this year for cloud DR services.

On average, cloud backup/DR users have 14 TB of 
data stored in a cloud backup service; 41% of those 
users have 10 TB or more of backup data stored in the 
cloud. Twenty-one percent expect to increase their 
spending for cloud backup this year and 25% saying 

they’ll spend at 2014 levels.
This just in from the “tape is dead” department: only 

45% say they will ultimately spin off some of their backup 
data to tape (it was 79% five years ago). On the other hand, 
39% say they’ll spin some or maybe all of the backup data 
into the cloud.

Which disk-to-disk backup technologies  
are you using now or plan to add in 2015?

n  USING NOW      n  PLAN TO ADD      n  NOT USING/NO PLANS

Disk as file 
system

Dedupe/single 
instance

VTL

CDP

WORM disk

59%

31%

24%

25%

10%

13%

19%

10%

16%

7

28%

50%

66%

29%

81%

http://searchitchannel.techtarget.com/photostory/2240176646/Business-backup-trends-Storage-Purchasing-Intentions-fall-2012-survey-results/3/Spending-for-disk-to-disk-backup-solutions
http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/video/Bandwidth-limitations-are-a-concern-with-cloud-backup
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Storage manage software still iffy,  
but efficiency techs getting plenty of attention

Spending for storage management software has been in 
the doldrums, and what little buying activity did occur 
was spurred on a bit by the need for new tools to manage 

storage in virtual environments. This year, 30% of our 
respondents say they’ll increase their spending for man-
agement tools, about four points higher than the past 

two years. They want help managing more storage 
resources with the same staff (30%) traditionally 
the most cited reason. Seventeen percent hope to 
use the software to simplify managing mixed storage 
environments, and a similar number want to use 
installed storage more efficiently. 

Over the years, storage users have pressed their 
vendors to make more efficiency apps—like thin 
provisioning—available and the vendors have re-
sponded well.

Thin provisioning is the most widely use efficiency 
tech, with 46% saying they’re using it now, 6% plan-
ning to add it this year and 16% currently evaluating 
it. Solid-state storage has help promote a number of 
efficiency techniques, including tiering, compres-
sion and primary storage deduplication. About a 
third of our respondents report that they use each. 
Another 11% to 13% are planning to buy these techs, 
and 26% to 29% evaluating them this year. n

RICH CASTAGNA is VP of editorial.

About the survey: This is the thirteenth year we’ve fielded the Storage magazine/SearchStorage Purchasing Intentions survey. Storage magazine subscribers and SearchStorage members 
are invited to participate in the survey, which gathers information related to storage managers’ purchasing plans for a variety of storage product categories. This year’s survey had 498 
qualified North American respondents across a broad spectrum of industries, with the average company size measured as having revenue of $1 billion.

Storage efficiency technologies: implementation, 
purchasing and evaluation plans

n  USING NOW      n  PLAN TO BUY      n  EVALUATING

Thin 
provisioning

Primary  
storge data 

deduplication

Storage  
tiering

Primary 
storage data 
compression

46%

33%

31%

31%

6

12%

11%

11%

16%

29%

26%

29%

http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/feature/Data-storage-best-practices-Jon-Toigos-top-5-storage-efficiency-tips
mailto:rcastagna@storagemagazine.com


INCREASING YOUR USE of server virtualization is one of the 
easiest ways to prove that your backup process is anti-
quated. In other words:

If 20% of your server infrastructure is virtualized, you 
may be able to use any approach to virtual machine (VM) 
backups that you want, including agents inside each VM 
and a backup server running software that is a few years 
old and presumed to be “good enough.”

But when you get to 50%, 75% or 90% virtualized, 
legacy backup will significantly hinder the performance 
of your highly-virtualized, converged or hyper-converged 
infrastructure. The problem is twofold:

n Old backup software: In many enterprises, the backup 

team is intentionally a version or two behind, so that they 
can be assured that the backup software is fully patched 
and the bugs have already been mitigated. Unfortunately, 
with some legacy backup software, two versions can be 
three or more years behind; meaning it doesn’t make use 
of modern APIs such as Microsoft VSS for Hyper-V or VM-
ware vStorage VADP. So, when those legacy approaches 
are applied to a highly virtualized environment, their 
mechanisms decrease the performance of production 
VMs and the underlying hosts.

n Progressive production infrastructure: Meanwhile, 
server teams are trying to virtualize as many systems as 
they can, because of the operational efficiencies in pro-
visioning and ongoing management. Also, VMs are also 
more agile from a data recovery perspective, particularly 
for BC/DR scenarios. If server administrators are not 
aware that their backup colleagues are intentionally (or 
unintentionally due to lack of budget) behind in their 
versions, the inadequacies in legacy backup software are 
often undiscovered until production performance starts 
to degrade.

There are two solutions:
n Upgrade your unified backup product. The current ver-
sions of most unified—meaning those that can back up 
physical servers and virtual machines—backup products 

    HOT SPOTS 
JASON BUFFINGTON
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specific backup—until application  
performance suffers.
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http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/tip/Four-ways-to-streamline-your-data-backup-process
http://searchservervirtualization.techtarget.com/tip/Top-5-ways-to-improve-virtualized-server-infrastructure-performance
http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/answer/Is-backup-modernization-the-end-of-legacy-backup
http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/answer/When-is-it-time-to-upgrade-your-backup-software-platform
http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/definition/VSS-based-backup
http://searchvirtualstorage.techtarget.com/VMware-vStorage-APIs-draw-more-support-from-storage-vendors
http://searchvirtualstorage.techtarget.com/VMware-vStorage-APIs-draw-more-support-from-storage-vendors
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use hypervisor host-based APIs for their VM backups. This 
does not mean that their software is equitable with backup 
products that are specifically designed to protect and re-
cover VMs, but it does mean that the gap isn’t as great as 
it is if your software is two or more years old. 

n Add a VM-specific backup and recovery product. At 
first, it may appear less desirable to add another backup 
product, but the reality is that if you are 60%+ virtualized, 
then your VM backup software is arguably your new “pri-
mary” backup software … and the legacy backup product 
is “just” for your remaining physical servers.

The irony is that if the intentionally laggard backup 
team had maintained the upgrades of their backup soft-
ware, their legacy product wouldn’t be inadequate or 
cumbersome. So, some blame can arguably fall on the 
unified backup vendors for not making upgrades compel-
ling enough—through upgrade deployment complexity, 
cost of maintenance agreements, lack of partner/services 
skills, and so on. 

IT managers can find themselves at a crossroads as 
their production team continues to modernize their 

infrastructure and their legacy protection products 
prove themselves to be increasingly inadequate. As to 
which path to take, there isn’t a definitive answer, due 
to tradeoffs such as deduplication efficiency, implemen-

tation complexity, distributed management/reporting, 
agility of VM recovery (speed and granularity) and so on. 

In fact, the only definitive guidance is to ensure that 
when your broader IT team is planning its production 
modernization, it should plan for modernizing its backup 
tool set in parallel. n

JASON BUFFINGTON is a senior analyst at Enterprise Strategy  
Group. He focuses primarily on data protection, as well as Windows 
Server infrastructure, management and virtualization. He blogs at 
CentralizedBackup.com and tweets as @Jbuff.
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SOME BLAME CAN  
ARGUABLY FALL ON THE  
UNIFIED BACKUP VENDORS 
FOR NOT MAKING UPGRADES 
COMPELLING ENOUGH.

http://searchdatabackup.techtarget.com/Deduplication-best-practices-and-choosing-the-best-dedupe-technology
http://searchservervirtualization.techtarget.com/tip/VM-backup-methods-for-quick-VM-recovery
http://centralizedbackup.com/
https://mobile.twitter.com/Jbuff


BIG DATA SURE is exciting to business folks, with all sorts of 
killer applications just waiting to be discovered. And you 
no doubt have a growing pile of data bursting the seams of 
your current storage infrastructure, with lots of requests 
to mine even more voluminous data streams. Haven’t you 
been collecting microsecond end-user behavior across all 
your customers and prospects, not to mention collating 
the petabytes of data exhaust from instrumenting your 
systems to the nth degree? Imagine the insight manage-
ment would have if they could look at all that data at once. 
Forget about data governance, data management, data 
protection and all those other IT worries—you just need 
to land all that data in a relatively scale-cheap Hadoop 
cluster!

Seriously, though, big data lakes can meet growing 
data challenges and provide valuable new services to 

your business. By collecting a wide variety of data sets 
relevant to the business all in one place and enabling 
multi-talented analytics based on big data approaches that 
easily scale, many new data mining opportunities can be 
created. The total potential value of a data lake grows with 
the amount of useful data it holds available for analysis. 
And, one of the key tenets of big data and the big data lake 
concept is that you don’t have to create a master schema 
ahead of time, so non-linear growth is possible.

The enterprise data lake or hub concept was first pro-
posed by big data vendors like Cloudera and Hortonworks, 
ostensibly using vanilla scale-out HDFS-based commod-
ity storage. But it just so happens that the more data you 
keep on hand, the more storage of all kinds you will need. 
Eventually, all corporate data is likely to be considered big 
data. However, not all of that corporate data is best hosted 
on a commodity scale-out HDFS cluster. 

So, today, traditional storage vendors are signing up  
to the big data lake vision. From a storage marketing per-
spective, it seems like data lakes are the new cloud. “Every-
one needs a data lake. How can you compete without one 
(or two or three)?” And there are a variety of enterprise 
storage options for big data, including enterprise storage, 
that can provide remote storage that acts like HDFS, 
Hadoop virtualization that can translate other storage 
protocols into HDFS, and scalable software-defined stor-
age options.

    READ/WRITE 
MIKE MATCHETT

Sailing the  
data lake
The data lake concept is appealing  
to businesses these days, but IT  
should exercise caution
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http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/opinion/Storage-infrastructure-management-is-still-elusive
http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/essentialguide/Building-an-effective-data-governance-framework
http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/feature/Ten-years-on-master-data-management-software-market-comes-of-age
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/feature/Five-data-protection-guidelines-for-business-continuity
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/feature/Five-data-protection-guidelines-for-business-continuity
http://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/feature/Data-lake-muddies-the-waters-on-big-data-management
http://www.cloudera.com/content/cloudera/en/home.html
http://hortonworks.com/
http://searchdatacenter.techtarget.com/feature/New-choices-bring-enterprise-big-data-home
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/feature/Software-defined-storage-Answering-frequently-asked-questions
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/feature/Software-defined-storage-Answering-frequently-asked-questions
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BIG, FAST, NOW 

Part of the value of the data lake is bringing varied data 
together. Another part of it is enabling big data analytics 
that don’t require a pre-defined schema. And, big data 
architectures can now scale and deliver more real-time 
performance to users. While BI and the traditional data 
warehouse aren’t dead, big data analytics and big data lakes 
are moving toward a more real-time kind of operational 
intelligence that can support “live” decision-making.

It is clear that Hadoop and its ecosystem have evolved 
beyond the science project stage, and are ready for pro-
duction. Everything from management and analytics up 
to application development and deployment is becoming 
IT and business user friendly. Even advanced scale-out 
machine learning techniques are becoming baked and 
embedded into point-and-click big data mining software. 
However, IT still needs to be responsible for all the data 
in the lake, so we’ve outlined a few key capabilities below. 
An enterprise data lake should:

n Host a centralized index of the inventory of data 

(and metadata) that is available, including sources, 

versioning, veracity and accuracy. Without automated 
support in this area, a big data lake will quickly become 
overwhelming.

n Securely authorize, audit and grant access to subsets 

of data. The Hadoop ecosystem is evolving quickly in this 
area as rock-solid security is an absolute IT enterprise re-
quirement. There are several emerging products to help 
secure big data assets at scale, and many are aimed at 

helping secure the data lake use case with high volumes 
of new data, many users and a growing asset value in need 
of protection.

n Enable IT governance of what is in the data lake and as-

sist enforcing policies for retention and disposition (and 
importantly tracking personally identifiable information). 
The best products will enforce regulatory and compliance 
requirements no matter how much data or what kinds of 
data sets find their way into the data lake (e.g. Dataguise). 

n Ensure data protection at scale, for operational avail-

ability and BC/DR requirements. Ever had to remotely 
replicate everything? A data lake that becomes a key op-
erational business platform with real-time data streams is 
a beast to synchronize remotely.

n Provide agile analytics into and from the data lake us-

ing multiple analytical approaches (i.e., not just Hadoop) 

and data workflows. In some ways, Hadoop and HDFS 
are really software-defined storage products that are “data 
aware” enough to provide built-in analytics. There are 
others like Spark and proprietary analytics (think OLAP, 
or online analytical processing) like HP Vertica found in 
HP Haven that also play well in a data lake environment.

Many of these capabilities are found in today’s enter-
prise storage products, and thus provide a clue as to why 
vendors are getting on the data lake bandwagon. Because 
of the similar economics of scale-out needed for cloud 
and big data, look to software-defined storage versions of 
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enterprise-quality storage to become the leading storage 
products in this space.

A DARK AND STORMY DATA LAKE

Are data lakes a really good idea? One might start by 
asking if we really should be keeping all that data to start 
with. And, creating a massive single data ingestion point 
for the whole enterprise may just be creating a massive 
vulnerability. It’s also unclear if it is really a cost-effective 

approach. Especially without the resources and scale of, 
say, Google or Facebook.

The data lake idea is probably best approached slowly, 
rather than as a wholesale data center re-architecture. 
Still, the potential value locked in our data, and the eco-
nomics of massively shared scale-out approaches, will lead 
many organizations to drink from a data lake—or at least 
a data pond. n

MIKE MATCHETT is a senior analyst and consultant at Taneja Group.

mailto:mike.matchett@tanejagroup.com
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